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PHYSIA COMPLEX SYSTEM

Precious essential oils infuse a scalp treatment system with a high professional content. It
is suitable for combat and slow down all forms of thinning in place (acute) , acting in
preventive phase where there was a predisposition to hair loss: the characteristic
mechanism of operation flow and FLOW controlled , action makes this suitable for the
treatment of the casket hair loss problems regardless of sex , with , extra, toward the
masculine ones.
ALPHA SOLUTION
Features: District tossinica-activation of Microcirculation decongestion-protection and
reinforcement of the capillary walls. Flow effect: lotion aimed at improving trade between
the follicle and surrounding fluids helps the removal of cellular waste and enhances
nutrient supplies to follicular matrix. Contains essential oils with detoxifying (lemon and
eucalyptus) in order to promote the decongestion of the scalp stimulating (Chili and
cinnamon) to support nutritional exchanges between cells and tissues is soothing and
protective substances to optimize and streamline the vessel capabilities. No preservatives.
package: 30 ml glass bottle. ù
SHAMPOO INTERPHASE
Features: Gentle cleansing (no SLS or SLES)-nourishes and makes it easy to comb his
hair-purifying scalp. Gentle formula is free of aggressive surfactants and respectful of the
physiological pH of the scalp. The nourishing effect provided by milk protein makes the
stems soft and easy to comb. Using the Mint essential oil is known for its stimulating and
effective Tea Tree Oil is the ideal cleanser purifying the specification is in cases of
excessive hair loss.
packaging: 100 ml bottle with applicator nozzle.
OMEGA SOLUTION
Specific for: strengthening your capillary walls-purifying and refreshing-5-alpha-reductase
modulation. Runoff effect: lotion toning effect , after shampoo regulates circulation and
keeping it efficient district ready to meet the nutritional requirements of hair follicles.
package: 30 ml glass bottle.
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